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Prang and Pushalik
bring porn to Centre Spot
"G-Spot" among possible
new names for on-campus
convenience store
Their butts may be on the way
out, but come July Ist the
Centre Spot will have plenty
more ass.
To combat the projected loss
of approximately $18,000 in revenue they will suffer from the
removal of cigarette sales on
campus, the Students' Union has
decided to bring in what they
feel is a much more lucrative

product pornography.
"I got the idea the other
night while I was watching
Clitoon starring Dick Masters,"
said Union President Dave
Prang. "I ran it by (incoming
President) Andy Pushalik right
away and had Mike Fox look at
-

the numbers. We all knew immediately that porn is the most logical response to our present
problem."
The proposal put forth by
Prang and the Students' Union
Board of Directors recommends
the introduction of both adult
films and dirty magazines as a
means of raising additional revenues at the Centre Spot.
According to Pushalik, there has
also been talk of "toys," but no
decision has yet been made on
this issue.
"I think it would be great if
we could also offer props, such
as ass beads or penis pumps,"
commented Pushalik, the current Vice President of Student
Services. "Because I use ass

Dave Prang says "Thumbs up!" i and Andy Pushalik shows off a
prototype dildo. Both are excited about the Students' Union's
decision to off er pornography in the Centre Spot next year.
while I my 'Barely Legal' private stash,
beads ALL the time
class
wherI'm okay with it. Hell, this makes
work, while I'm in
ever! I've also had a few outit easier for me. Do you know if
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Hewey McDuck

-

-

standing experiences with
walkie-talkie sex."
University President Dr. Bob
Rosehart didn't have much to
say on what has become known
as 'Porn Proposal 69' (PP-69),
but he did offer a few words of
advice.
"As long as they stay out of

they'll be offering any frequent
buyer points? Cause I watch
TONS of porn."
According to VP: Finance for
Student Publications Eddy
Schall, who has plenty of experience with porn, "the Union will
likely double its revenues in the
coming year."

Torrid love affair rocks Union
Photos of hot
couple leaked to
Cord
Awomanda Fistpenetrate
"Scandalous."
Some are calling it the biggest surprise of
the year, while others are describing it as
long overdue.
The fiery relationship between the ViceChair of the Board of Directors, Kristi
Edwards, and Board member Regan Watts
has finally exploded in a fit of passion and
graduated to the 'next level.' Neither of
them could be happier about it. Both have
admitted that they are now going steady, and
that the relationship can be described as
intense.
"I could feel the sparks flying between us
during every Board meeting, so I finally let
him know how I really felt," said Edwards in
a candid interview. "Regan let me know he
felt the same way by throwing me on to the
table in the Board room and giving me the
most passionate kiss. He's really romantic."
This revelation came as such a surprise
because the two pretended to hate each
other with the fire of a thousand burning
suns all year. Trading snippy comments and
insolent glares, no one could have guessed

Once thought to be arch enemies, Students' Union Board members Regan Watts and Kristi
Edwards are now in love. Look how genuinely happy they are to be together.

that love was blossoming. How wrong they
were.
"We were scared to tell people at first,
especially because I won the election and
Regan was the sole loser," Edwards continued. "Our passion has become so intense
over the past few months, though, that we
can no longer keep our hands to ourselves
when we're in public."
First hearing about the relationship from

the Cord, Paul Tambeau clearly looked
ambivalent. "Well, I'd like to begin by saying

that I'm a robot. I'm unable to feel any
human emotions, so I don't feel anything
about said relationship. I'm unable to laugh,
or cry, or love, or hate. There are no tears in
these eyes." He also wanted to make it clear
that he talks like a robot as well.
Watts was not as forthcoming when discussing his new relationship, preferring to
keep his answers foggy and ambiguous.
Continued on page 7

Exam schedule
pushed back
one day
T-Screwed
"Exams will be postponed for one day."
This was the remarkably shocking
announcement that was released from Dr.
Rosehart's office this morning. Both faculty
and students who had been diligently
preparing for the start of exams this coming
Thursday were stunned, with the announcement being greeted with mixed reactions.
"I just can't believe it," eighth year business student Laura Allen bitterly commented. "I mean my whole schedule has been
thrown off. And the worst part is that I have
to buy a new day planner."
Allen has already started working at her
summer job selling used paint and now has
to re-book time to coincide with the new
exam schedule. "This is ridiculous."
Not everyone was displeased with the
decision. In fact, some students openly welcomed the announcement, including subpar student Paul Forrest.
"This works out great for me," said John
Carlaw, Wilf's regular and Political Science
and History student. "Now that my Monday
exam has been rescheduled I can go out
and do heavy drugs all weekend at Wilf's,"
he said of his favorite establishment.
While many had found the announcement to be a surprise, the circumstances
that caused it are equally shocking.
According to an undisclosed source, a male
student was caught humping the Theatre
Auditorium doors after he got stuck in the
doorjamb. Laurier Security officials have
dismissed this story as a "vicious rumour
probably started by that clown Mike
Bel anger."
Rosehart and other university officials
have also denied this story but they claim it
to be the fabrication of a sick individual,
"most likely from Student Publications."
Unfortunately, the administration has not
offered a complete explanation as to why
exams have been postponed.
"While we deny the allegations that the
rumored incident took place, I can assure
students that I have stopped wearing underwear," Rosehart commented.
"For one thing we at the Senate believe
that the hardworking students at this institution deserve is a double servings of slap in
the face," Rosehart added. Still, many are
skeptical about the Senate's motives.
"I believe that unrestricted growth and
student cheating may be a factor," one faculty member commented. "But it also may
be that people at this school are idiots."
There is also evidence that supports the
possibility the various members of the
Senate may have fabricated this postponement in order to take advantage of cheap
vacation rates to Mexico. Once again all allegations were denied. Except the one about
Rosehart not wearing underwear. Jerry
Young told us that one .is true. True.
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Harris returning to Laurier
Juan Carlos

representatives," Harris said as he
made quotation-mark-like gestures
in the air. "They seem to be ambiThe 180th of the 180 extra students admitted to Wilfrid Laurier tious. Fortunately for me, their
University for next year is none foremost ambition is to be active in
other than outgoing Ontario the Conservative Party."
Premier Mike Harris.
The Millenium Leadership
week
the
provincial Fund, initiated by the Ontario
Just last
government had pressured Laurier Progressive Conservative Campus
to accept 150 more students. Association (OPCCA), did not hinCoincidentally(?), Harris' name der his decision. This fund gives
was 180th on the list of additional money to student election candidates from the Conservative Party.
applicants to be accepted.
WLUSU's Board of Directors
Harris has resigned his seat in
the North Bay riding of Nippising Chair and Vice-Chair each received
money from the fund this year, and
to return to WLU.
wants
to
"be
involved
both
have important positions in
in
Harris
student politics, to drink and to WLUSU again next year.
"It helps us know which stuparty," in inverse order. To do this
he will have to be enrolled in some dent leaders are our 'kind of peoactual classes. He has yet to decide ple,'" Harris said, using his quotawhich ones.
tion mark gestures again. "And if
He asked, "does it really matthere's ever any doubt about a student politician's political stripes or
ter?" when asked about the issue.
Before becoming a teacher questions of loyalty, we can just
without an Arts degree and a golf ask the OPCCA to check."
Currently there is a fight going
pro, Harris was once a Laurier stuon
in the Union over whether
dent.
Myles Wilson, a BOD member, or
A phrase describing his performance here may best be that of Kristi Edwards, VP: University
a first year "Christmas Graduate," Affairs, would get to resign to allow
who apparently
Harris to run in a
liked to party.
WLUSU by-elecis
there
When asked
tion.
on
in
a
going
he
chose
to
It is felt the geswhy
return to Laurier
the Union over ture would win
the
outgoing
rather
than
would
who
resign
Premier's utmost
attending some
allow Harris
other declining
affection. As well,
post-secondary run in a WLUSU the student who
institution,
resigns is expecthe ,
by-election.
ed to be given the
"my
to
pointed
Tory nomination
kind of people"
student
former
in Harris'
being present in
riding, quite the
government.
carrot for these horses.
However, his poor performIn an earlier statement conance made transferring to another cerning his resignation, Harris said
school impossible. "Nippising did"Now it is time to pass the torch to
n't even want me back," he conothers who will carry on with the
fessed.
task of improving Ontario and
Harris also likes the cut of standing for the people of
WLUSU's jib.
Nippising and all northerners."
"There has been remarkable
Afterwards, Edwards and
'cooperation' from Laurier student Wilson both went on the record

1 Currently
fight

to

to
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"Iron Mike" announces return to Laurier in front of WLU party faithful

stating "I can do Northern!"
Under conflict of interest rules,
Harris cannot work for a company
in its dealings with the province for
one year after leaving office.
"And what better way to spend
a year than nights at Louie's, Wilf's
and the Turret. I'm no starving student, so I can even raise the roof at
high class clubs too. Phil's? Phorget
it!"
Harris had sought out private
sector employment, but surprisingly had been rebuffed according to
several Bay Street insiders and
party backers.
"His meaning of common
sense is a little different than ours.
We loved his tax cuts, but no wonder education is such a mess. He's

nuts."
"His math makes no sense. Just
think back to his campaigns. In fact
he's still saying that lower taxes
mean more revenue. And he says it
with a straight face. Masterful! But
although voodoo economics are
great politically, they would bankrupt us."
According to Harris' website

biography, which fails to mention
his time at Laurier, "As a teenager,
he worked as a guide at the camp,
leading tourists to the best fishing
spots. These early years led to a
genuine love of nature and made
Mike Harris the avid sportsman,
golfer and skier that he is today."
Then it states that "years later,"
at the age of 45, he became
Premier.
As a result, one major issue for

Harris, who helped make university much less affordable for the

average student, is that of green
space. Short grass green space.
"Willison Field should be
turned into a golf course," stated
the former golf pro. "Upper-class
students shouldn't have to leave
campus to get upper-class exercise.
And while I was Premier one of my
first priorities was to make it legal
to drink on the golf course
an
added bonus."
He's also fishing to get into
politics right away.
When asked at his press conference if he thinks that university
students will vote for him, he stat—

Ed, "I expect to be acclaimed. If I'm
not, I have thousands of dollars for
posters that will say 'I love Laurier.'
"I would also criticize my opponent for 'just not being up to the
job.' While these statements don't
really say anything, if repeated
enough times in paid political
advertisements they are actually
quite effective. I will also repeatedly use the words Common Sense."
"Please don't ask me to elaborate on what that means," he continued.
"I just hope Laurier students
don't hold the academic degradation I've caused during my time as
Premier against me. But I think
people generally have short memories. Many also fail to see the link
between low government funding
for universities and rising tuition."
"We blame the federal government, the feds blame us. People
don't know what to think. It works
for health care too, surprisingly."
WLUSU BOD chair Paul
Tambeau had earlier replied to
concerns about Laurier Student
election candidates receiving
money from the Tories in Western's
Gazette, by stating that it "insinuated we're being bought off, like
there's a Big Blue conspiracy."
However, Harris' desire to
change Laurier's colours from
Purple and Gold to Blue and Gold
has raised some eyebrows.
"I like purple," says Diva
Donny.
Finally, Harris, known as somewhat of a big drinker during his
time here, expressed concern over
the imminent closing of the Grad
Pub. "It's only been there four
years. To close it so soon, with the
way the kids and I like to drink,
does not make Common Sense."
"Don't get me wrong, I don't
really care about grad students per
se. That's just too much education
as far as I'm concerned. But I've
heard its not a bad little pub."

Brantford students attack main campus
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After a year of complaints about growth and
overcrowding, the Laurier community is
about to become a little more upset.
In a hostile takeover, the oft-slighted
Brantford Campus has taken control of the
main campus. All Laurier Waterloo students
were transported to Brantford, where the
B.ooo+ will attend school at the singlebuilding campus.
University President Bob Rosehart is
being accused of orchestrating the powermove in an attempt to shut up the Students'
Union, says outgoing President Dave Prang.
"I'm finally in a position where I can say

what I feel and I'm pissed. Rosehart has
been jerking us around all year and this is
the final straw. Right now he's up there in
his office, calling bus companies for the
cheapest rate to ship us out of here."
The Brantford students began arriving in
their U-Hauls as early as nine o'clock this
morning. The strategic plan has allocated
one student per residence building floor, in
Order to maximize comfort and the theme of
responsible growth. It is projected that as
many as 19 of the 25 Brantford students will
be making the move to the "big campus,"
When reached for comment, Rosehart
could only manage a sly smile, and a 'Tell
Prang he can stop his crying. I win. Like I
always do and always will. I win. Tell Pushalik

':

Willy Hickory

he might as well give up now. I rule this within 3 hours of their initial warning will be
place with an iron hand."
detained in the basement of 202 Regina until
Incoming WLUSU President Andy they either agree or are "done away with."
Pushalik was visibly upset by this unrelentThe one thing Rosehart has done in a
ing attitude from above and fears the effects gesture of peace towards the evicted
this will have on Laurier's Maclean's ranking. Waterloo students is to ensure that Maneesh
"Rosehart thinks this is a dictatorship. Sehdev, the in-coming Editor-in-Chief of The
Well, I've got news for him. I don'tsubscribe Cord, will not be permitted to take the posito communism. I'm a fastion as EIC of the Branford
cist, and this school will
The Sputnik. He
paper,
'Tell Prang he can
rule Maclean's one day,"he
will not be permitted on
stop his ciying. I either
said before dancing what
campus for any
was described as "the most win. Like I always activities outside of acaun-rhythmic cabbage patch do
and
will. demics.
ever done."
"I've had just about
Bob Rosehart
In
the
meantime,
enough of this hardcore
Waterloo students have
reality he's spreading,"
J
1
been protesting the move by refusing to cursed Rosehart. "I will not have him turning
leave their residences and classrooms. WLU more innocent teenagers into metal-heads
security manager Peter York has declared and Satanists. You can tell that Slayer fan to
Martial Law and anyone who isn't off campus call me if he wants to fight."
.

'Die die die'becomes rallying chant
of students from the "other" WLU
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B-O-D learns A-B-C's... literally
Union Board members admit
delivers lessons
Gherkin

ence, much less stating the basic
fact that they are capable of soundProgress is described by ex-Board ing out a word. I mean, you have to
of Directors members as "slow, but walk before you can run, and all
that."
steady," as they continue the arduous task of teaching next year's
Some have attributed the fast
board to read and write.
rise of past directors to positions
has
been
an
long
Literacy
issue such as chair of the board to their
with BOD newcomers, for reasons advantageous grasp of the English
that have generally been open to language. While no one recalls
debate. One outgoing BOD memwhat skills Ben Durrer brought to
ber, who preferred to remain
the Board years ago, they do tend
anonymous, pinpointed the probto agree that he was literate when
as
one
of
off
he began his job this year.
being
"biting
lem
more than you can chew."
What really tends to shock
those
"These elected Directors, sure
who learn about this dirty litthey have lots of
tie secret is that
dreams
about
the administration
what they want to
is in large part litdo within their
erate, and tends
Said one
positions, but that
to conduct the
director,
is
"Dick
majority of its
certainly doesn't
mean they know
with Jane. Jane business in writhow to go about
runs. Run Jane ten form. This can
it,"
doing
present a heavy
run."
explained the outdisadvantage to
director.
new
Board memgoing
bers who must
"Lots of director-hopefuls on
conduct dealings
the campaign trail promise to do a with the administration, while facgood job representing the students ing the steep learning curve of
and fighting for what the student their A-B-Cs.
body wants, but rarely do you see
Previous rumours of wideone touting their relevant experispread illiteracy throughout
.

eager

Don't you dare...we've already talked about this...you know we'll have none of that tripe around here

including at Student
Publications, have died down in
past years. Some, however, still
believe that without spell-checking
software, Student Publications
would be facing the exact same
problem as the new directors.
"Jesus, I just don't know if I can
handle this," said one flustered
BOD newbie. "Yesterday it was d-o-g, c-a-t, stuff like that, today its r-ef-e-r-r-e-n-d-a. And the math, well
you can just forget about that."
Never one to pass up a challenge, this year's Executive ViceLaurier,

President: University Affairs, Dave
Wellhauser has agreed to lead the
effort to educate and generally prepare the young directors for what
they will face.
By a rigorous training regime
beginning with basic phonics, and
ultimately advancing into middle
school composition, it is hoped
that the new recruits will be sufficiently primed to deal with the
menacing admin.
Said one eager director, "...Dick
is with Jane. Jane runs. Run Jane
run."

Wellhauser and his assistants
seem pleased with the progress,
and all signs point to a literate
Board by the end of the summer.
Said one trainer, "it's not as though
they're slow. In fact, they're a
clever group of people who just
never picked up the skill set."
Following the training in literacy, it is expected that the Board

will pick up the lobbying, administration and representation skills
necessary to being an effective
member of the student government.

Secret society turns dangerous
Awomanda Fistpenetrate

will mock us the way they ridicule the Pikes.
They're nothing but weak fools who could
In a move considered shocking by many do nothing to stop the taunts and jeers of
groups on campus, several members of the the infidels on this campus."
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity have broken out
A new Lambda A 1 Qaeda recruit, who was
and formed their own renegade brothernot a member of Pi Kappa Alpha added that
the new organization will be a powerful
hood, known as Lambda Al Qaeda.
Angry that several Pikes are "babies" and force on campus and that it has the potential
"big jerks" a fact that has historically been to make innumerable changes: something at
shrouded in a veil of secrecy President which he believes the Pikes have never been
Brian Costello decided to spearhead an
successful.
operation to create the new fraternity.
Among the many new initiatives of
The Pikes true colours, which some sug- Lambda Al Qaeda are strictly enforced rules
gest have been evident for much of this
concerning the new fraternity attire. The
Winter term, broke through to the mainCord Weekly has learned that it involves picstream on Monday night at the Students' tures of Lucille Ball, but nothing else is
Union volunteer dinner. A witness at the known. If things get out of hand and the frascene who wishes to remain anonymous, ternity suffers the same fate as the Pikes,
Costello promises "a fiery wrath, the likes of
commented that a lot of Pikes were "superwhen
everyone began rubbing their
pissed"
which Laurier has never seen before."
eyes and whining like "small Pike babies."
It is clear that this fraternity will be very
When asked why he chose to align with close-knit, but the recruitment campaign
the fraternal/paramilitary Al Qaeda organizawill be extremely extensive. "We're looking
tion instead of just creating a new club, for people with passion and integrity," says
Costello cheerfully replied that "no one will Costello. "This fraternity is not based on
dare mess with us now. If people think they gender, either. We're looking for people who
got the last laugh by calling us names, they are willing to put their student lives on the
are sorely mistaken."
line and work with us to achieve our goals.
Another ex-Pike who is now a member of Our main goal, of course, is to make sure we
Lambda Al Qaeda, continued by saying that don't have any babies among our ranks."
the paramilitary group was chosen as their
The establishment of this group on camaffliliation because they instill anxiety and pus is considered appalling by many people,
fear in all those with whom they come in but they do have one strong supporter.
contact.
Professor Peter Eglin, who was recently
"There is absolutely no way that people arrested for his involvement with the Al
-

-

Pikes split in two over inner confict. Clothing for the new fraternity to involve Lucy Ball

Qaeda network,

is voicing his endorsement
of Lambda A 1 Qaeda.
"It's about time we had a left-wing fraternity on campus. Western already has one,
and so does Queen's. It's all about progression, and it's all about saying 'all about' as

much as you can."
It's not known how far these Lambda A!
Qaeda members will go to preserve their
integrity, but it is definite that they are not
fucking around anymore. They mean business.
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nopinion
Puttin' the 'bon' in bon vivant
I'm a bit of a bon vivant.
I know that's a foreign phrase, so let
me break it down for you. Bon is a
french word that means "good." Vivant
means "life." And that's what I'm all
about, compadre: good living.
So to sum up this sweet, cool
lifestyle, I loves the wine, the women,
and the world in all its sweetness. C'est
-

ma vie!
But it hasn't always been wine and
roses. My double-breasted, classic cut
suits did not just grow on my shoulders.
This gold watch did not just appear on
my thick, hairy forearm. Christ no, I had
to drag my way up on the backs of those
I crushed in my path.
Now, I know this sounds like a grisly
sort of thing, but in truth, a bon vivant
like myself can make almost anything a
bit more sweet. I've got quite the poetic
soul, so when I defeated my opponents
in "battle," it was with Sun Tzu at my
back, and with Ayn Rand on my horizon.

Those are a couple of great writers,
let me tell you. Twain too, you know that
quote about "golf is a great walk ruined."
Twain may not know the same south as
me, but he sure as Hell know the same
golf as me!
In case all this bonne lettres talk is
making you think I "putt from the

Jill Hartry

May the joke never end

Who's

Snickering

Now?

I have recently read with some concern
several issues of the Cord published at
the end of this past February and the
beginning of March. The first contained
a phony Snickers ad and the others had
several letters which more or less asked
for the editor's ass to be sewn up while
people fed him pasta and earthworms.
My intent is not to discuss this kind of
punishment, although I will say I am in
favour of these alternative types. The
message I wish to convey is that we, as a
corporation, do indeed think starving
children could use a Snickers Bar. For
this reason, we have recently set up our
Sierra Leone Division. I hope this helps
solve your dispute.
Snickers, Inc.

When

Polly

Attacks

Is there anyone on this campus that

Amanda, Dillon, Maneesh, Brian, and Debra for walking the
isn't afraid of little green birds?! I cannot
last shift with me, Ray and Wilbur for almost doing it, Ellis for believe the entire
Laurier community is
the photo trickery, Tommy (can you hear me), Kevin, Amy,
John, Tannis and Lynnette, Scotty for some cool nonsense,
oblivious
completely
to these small
Terri for doing so much even though it didn't even get in (boy
do I feel sheepish), Baumann for looking so fine tonight, the

Wilbun/s, Lou Reed, Massive Attack, the Wu, Dead
Kennedys, Chris Rock, Tribe Called Quest, Publications for
the Swisser Griff for the love, Jacobson, Mariana and Jenn
(two n's)...what a year. J blink and you're gone...see you at
the cottage
-Cade
PS Congrats to Carlaw and Sandra on their engagement...!
just heard the news
LETTERS POLICY:
-

All letters must be signed and submitted with the author's name, student identification
number, and telephone number.
All letters will be printed with the author's name. Letters can be printed without the
author 's name with permission Irom the EIC.
The Cord comes out on Wednesdays. Letters must be received by Tuesday at 12:30,
on disk, or via e-mail at letters@wlusp.com.
Letters must be typed or easily legible, double spaced and cannot exceed 350 words.
The Cord reserves the right to edit any letter. Spelling and grammar will be corrected.
The Cord reserves the right to reject any letter; in whole or in part, that is in violation
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IN MY OPINION...THIS IS A )OKE

rough" (he he), let me talk a little more
about the women. It's pretty hard to be
a bon vivant without the women. But
you gotta give them some of la dolce vita
too, or else they just won't respect you.
You know how it works, champ, quid pro
quo. And keep that poetry coming, none
of that militant shit, give 'em some of
the Dickinson and Kipling. Keep 'em
swooning.
Remember though, when you are living in the land of milk and honey with a
bevy of debutantes at your beck and call,
you have to keep a clear vision of who
you owe your success too. In my case, it
just happens to be myself, but c'est la
vie. Keep your friends close and your
enemies closer, I think that's an old
quote by Augustus. The holyalways have
the most realistic vision of the world.
Keep that in mind, remember to feed

your spirituality.
Appreciate the arts too. Especially
those arts that have been proved by the
test of time. Take some trips to Provence
as well. This isn't necessarily art, but why
look at what artists painted when you
can see what they painted with your own
two eyes?
As for keeping in shape, remember
that a healthy body produces a healthy
mind. Nothing crazy, mind you.
Shooting a few holes a day is about all
you need. The road to sweetness is the
golden mean, and my golden mean leads
right to the 18th hole!
Money also has its importance. You
can't let greed get the best of you, but
remember that your cottage in Muskoka
isn't just going to build itself, and your
speed boat isn't just going to do the job
of Johnson and Evinrude for you.
Some people, I must concede, have a
hard time reaching the bon vivant status
that I have managed to arrive at with
such facility. Well, tough shits to them.
The big dog eats first, or to put it in my
particular bon vivant manner, le grand
chien mange premier. Enough writing
for now, I've got some Zinfandel that
needs drinking.
the opinions expressed Us editorial are ftoseof
the author and do not necessarßv reflect those of
The Cort Staff, the editorial board, WLUSP or WLll.
»

LETTERS

Edward Schall
Ben Martin
Nicole Kozicki
Gary Kenning

Luther Bolt

emerald menaces that are slowly taking
control of everything on this planet.
It all started with that blasted
Hitchcock guy, stupid fatty. He thinks
it'd be a huge laugh making birds the
bringers of evil, swacking women in the
heads while they're rowing across lakes.
What a fool is he! Am I the only one that
sees how much this one film affected
the bird world, so much so that it has
travelled all the way to our own
Publications office?
Even as I'm writing this letter, a
small and ominous emerald parrot is
staring me down from atop the Yogen
Frux counter, peering at me with those
beady little eyes, just daring me to make

the first move. But I'm smarter than lil'
Polly there, I'm just going to wait until
the Thundercats show up and save me.
They always d0...
Oh my god, there are ducks in the
Quad!! The parrots are recruiting! Will
we never be saved!! Stay indoors! They
have bills and they know how to use
them!

tator when I grow up?"

I've always considered myself to be a
good common sense revolutionary but I
think that was just because that was
what everyone else was doing. I mean
the random funding cuts and corporate
tax slashing was fun but it was always
the spontaniety the 'don't think just
do' aspect of it that I always enjoyed the
--

most.

Can no longer eat crackers

The Cord is the
Worst Student
Newspaper this

world has

seen

EVER

I don't know much. For example, I don't
know my head from a hole in the
ground. I also don't know good journalism. What I do know is that the Cord is
a terrible newspaper. Where was it for
my event? Everyone at this school works
so hard, and all the Cord does is crap
on us. They crap on us like a moose on
a pterodactyl. Yeah, you know what I
mean...lots of crapping. Like the mark I
got on that paper I handed in four and a
half months late last year. Why doesn't
the Cord write more sappy, soft stories
about unimportant issues. Oh wait...you
already do. Like that time I crapped on
your lawn. Oh yeah...like a dog in the
night.

Now that the reign of Harris has
come to an end and the great revolution
is just a memory I've been feeling
empty. I had a lack of direction and a
need to be lead. But then I thought
why not me. Why don't I put my Wilfrid
Laurier degree to good use and give the
province, the country, the world, the
kind of despotic unyielding leadership it

deserves.
Fascists got a bad wrap back in the
20th century and many of us on the
right wing have been wary of associating
ourselves with the fascist label. But this
is a new millenium and if we don't take
action won't we just be leaving the
world vulnerable to the same worn out
misguided socialist policies of the past.
Isn't it time we as young up and coming
conservatives took the next logical step.
It's time to step out of the shadows.
It's time to stand up and be counted.
It's time to say what we mean and do
what we say. I'm ready to lead are you
ready to follow?

BJ Tripper

Jennifer Boger

Have You Ever..?
Have you ever wondered whether you
were a fascist? It may sound silly but do
you think that Francisco Franco or
Benito Mussolini woke up one morning
and said "hey I think I'll be a Fascist die-

Well, Have You..?
Have you ever wondered if you were a
communist? After the collapse of the
Soviet Union people kind of dismissed it
but isn't it time we gave it a second

chance?

BJ Tripper

no

pino
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VIP to replace Rosehart
as co-Presidents!

202 Regina Monologues
a tremendous
success at WLU
Liny the Eskimo
After the widely acclaimed broadway and book has changed the face
of students everywhere, an excerpt
from 202 Regina Monologues is
published here publicly for the
first time in The Cord Weekly. Said
the Waterloo Times: "This is the
cutting edge of art! I mean, this is
the true voice of intellectual students at its best!"

WLU Student 1: I bet you're
angry.
WLU Student 2: We are angry.
WLU Student 3: We are angry
about 202 Regina.
WLU Student 1: We are angry
because of what we think about
202 Regina, and even more angry
about what it has done to us. We
need another source of 202
Reginas—a town, a city of 202
Reginas. There's so many problems and hate for it—Like a rich
man when doing his taxes. He
doesn't want to submit all of the
income he makes, but goddarnnit,
he's gotta do it.
WLU Student 2: First of all, it's
not easy visiting 202 Regina.
Students go hours, days sometimes years of waiting in line. A
member of the Board Of Directors
-

-

was interviewed and said he was
too tired from waiting in line.

Waiting for your registration, he
said, is a full day's work. You have
to wait in line ups to give and get
registration papers, OSAP info,
and pink slip transformations that
when you find out you're in the
wrong line, another day has been
wasted.
WLU Student 3: So there were

202 Regina interviews, which
became 202 Regina monologues.
Over 6,000 WLU students were
interviewed: Jose Carlos, Manny
Weirdo, Bingo Bango Bongo, Dave
Wellhauser, tall students, midget
students, rich students, welfare
students, smart students, drunk
students, cult organizers, man
haters. At first, all students were
reluctant to talk. They were a little
shy. But once they had the chance
to speak their mind, you couldn't
stop them. All WLU students hate
202 Regina.
WLU Student 1: Just think of 202
Regina. It may seem like a street
address... umm, maybe it is, but
there is a meaning to it. If the
building could talk, it would say:
"Ha ha ha! Give me your money!
All you'll get in return are the
classes you didn't register for and
long line ups to deal with the
problem! Ha! And you thought
that a University education was

Kaptain Klean
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"No triples! No triples!"
"Soy, that surge in enrolment sure

and from episode 43,
"Rosehart versus the Cockerspanial"

WLU Student 1: When I eat
spam, I think about 202 Regina as
an asshole that just loves to shit
out more shit. Just full of crap that
never gives me the goods. Now I
suffer by living in a hole infested
with rats and more shit...oh wait...
that's all student housing.
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was unexpected"

-

WLU Student 3: In my head I call
it Hell. The epitome of evilness
placed into an actual infrastructure that breathes on our need for
classes and money!

V/
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sayings including:
-

about 202 Regina.

WLU Student 2: We are angry

Each comes complete with
pullstrings and favourite sayings.
Featured

"I can't believe they gave the job to those two
pretty boys. And with all that "We're not gay talk, they
must be hiding something."
Coulson and Heslip would not comment on the
record, but sources close to the band say this is something they've wanted for a long time. Since their
return for alumnus day, and seeing all the "visual
improvements" in the student body, they decided
they had to come back with some power. And nothing
breaks sexual tension like power, so watch out
Laurier.
As Joe said during a round of mini-golf in the
Concourse, "Chicks, Chicks, Chicks" will be the university's new slogan. The old slogan, "Among
Canada's Best" was also proposed, with the addition
of "At Having Hot Chicks." However, this slogan was
vetoed by Glenn who thought a short, punchy slogan
would work better.
As their first act in power, the Man-banders have
done away with the academic requirements needed
to enter Laurier, and replaced it with a 'two-on-one'
interview with all applicants. In a press release to the
CORD Weekly, the new power-partnership has
decreed that "Laurier will be the hottest, most
promiscuous campus known to man and it will all be
traced back to the Presidents' Office."
Rosehart has declined to pass on his future plans
for employment, but word on the street has him
interested in customer service where he can further
improve his personable ways.

After serving for years as the backbone Laurier,
President Robert Rosehart has been fired.
In one fell swoop, Rosehart was fired and his
replacement was named. The new president for the
first time will actually be a group. And not just any
group, Laurier Alumni and Music's Band of the Year,
VIP.
The decision was easy for the Student Alumni
Association given the decreasing popularity of the
staunch Rosehart and the growing adoration for Manbands like VIP.
"They are just taking off," said President Benjamin
Seewald of the band led by Glenn Coulson and Joe
Heslip. "After they were voted most likely to be the
next Laurier President at their respective convocations, it was an easy choice."
Seewald said it was an honour to have his organization chosen to pick the next leader of Laurier, but
he had to fire everyone on staff to ensure his dream
of a Man-band boss was accomplished. There's nothing like being told everyday by your boss that they are
not gay, he went on to say.
The end of the Rosehart era was a tumultous one,
ending abruptly with Seewald's call to the former
President.
"After about 20 seconds of heaving breathing, he
finally spoke. He told me the "jig was up" and I had 48
hours to clean out my office and head for the hills,
there was a new boss in town," said Rosehart.
easy to attain!" "Regina!" Sounds
like the female body part, but with
an 'R' instead of a 'V'. Witty
enough to get rave reviews and
say that talking about 202 Regina
is an art, a desire that was secretly
held back.
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An interview with a bat-gopher
eadha gopher
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Scott: Good question. But I'm the
one asking the questions here. Do
you know any Giraffes with a bat
face?

Scotty
Interview with Mike- A Bat with a
Gopher for a head
Scott: So you're a

Mike: That's absurd. Who comes
up with something like that?

bat...

Mike: Yes

Scott: I'm just saying, is all.

Scott: With a Gopher for a head

Mike: I know a fruit bat that has
this thing for jelly fish.

Mike: That is correct

Scott: Is that legal?

Scott: Is it a gopher for a head, or
a gopher head?

Mike: Is what legal?

Mike: I don't understand....

Scott: Getting down with jellyfish.

Scott: Like... is your head a full
gopher with like feet and a stomach and stuff, or do you just have
the head of a gopher attached to a
bar body

MO RE
DILON

Scott sat down with the freak bat/gopher and talked anatomy. And then he ate him, tooth by tooth...

Mike: Bats don't have feet..
Scott: Next question.... What are
the advantages of being a gopher
bat?

Mike: We 11... I can fly like a bat
can, but I can see stuff like a
gopher. Like... I don't need sonar,
and I find female gophers to be
attractive and stuff.
Scott: Do you find female gopher
bats to be attractive?

body?

gophers for a head?

Mike: I slick my fur back so they
think I'm an old italian bat

Mike: I'll be honest... I don't
know any other bats with gopher's
for a head. I'm kind of lonely actually.

Mike: They're sluts.
Scott: Do normal bats ridicule you
because of your gopher-like qualities?

Scott: Can you turn into a vampire?

Mike: Bats are blind, so they think
I'm a normal bat

Mike: No.

Scott: But doesn't their sonar
like... Pick up the outline of a
gopher head on your wee bat

Scott: Do you know any gopher
bats that can turn into vampires?
And would they be vampires with

Cord shifting directions

Mike: The animal world is kingdom of perversion. There are no
rules or punishments. It is vicious
and primal.
Scott: That sounds pretty awesome! Any last words for the
humans out there with humans for
heads?

Mike: Like...they have human
heads, or humans with arms and
stomachs and ears for heads?

Scott: Awwww...well I met a
gopher with a bat for a head...
would you get down with a girl like
that?

Scott: good question. Thanks
mike.

Mike: party on!
Mike: Who would be on top?

This week at Laurier...

Concourse
Executions

Corporate WLUSP pressures student
paper to be "more like the 'Union'-

lame, uninteresting and bad"

This week's execution:
Confused MP Chuck Strahl

Remy Aight

there's people starving in Afghanistan? Just give
me a Snickers and let's to go the Turret," said Amy
There's a new wind blowing through Student Wright, before rushing off to catch Survivor on
Publications and it certainly isn't coming from the Global.
left. After having been accused multiple times on
One of the significant changes at WLUSP will
Club Laurier's on-line forum for its perpetuation be the questions demanded of applicants. No
of a left-wing agenda, both corporate WLUSP and longer will WLUSP require information regarding
Cord staff alike felt it was time for a change. Matt an applicant's experience, education or interests;
Cade in particular was quite vocal in his desire to but rather, only one question will be asked. "Do
see the Cord move drastically
you think welfare recipients
the
of
should receive more or less
to
the political
right
'We've had far too money from the Canadian govspectrum.
"I'm sick of all this bleeding
stories this ernment?" Any applicants who
many
heart bullshit. My vision is to
answer "more" to this question
to
trying
inspire
year
will not be considered for any
expand the Business section
a social consciousfrom one page to eight pages.
WLUSP positions.
Wilfrid Laurier has never paid
"It may seem a little
stuness
attention
drastic
to the needs
at first, but it's the only
enough
I
dents.
mean
really,
of its business students. I for
fair thing to do," says Edward
cares
if there's Schall, VP of Finance for
who
one, have had enough."
"As a stuWhile Cade's sentiments
people starving in Student Publications.
are clear, the Cord Editorial
dent paper, we need to start
Afghanistan?
Board is concerned for the.
representing the student body.
By looking at two postings on
future of the paper as Maneesh
fall
of
Sehdev takes over as Editor-in-Chief in the
the web site, I can tell this is not being clone. We
2002. Notorious for his punk rock persona and decided it was only fair to re-model the entire
disdain for the mainstream, volunteers for the paper to make these two people happy."
Plans for the first issue of the year include a
paper fear the new right-wing agenda may be lost
feature titled "Stockwell Day: Getting Under the
in the process.
think
had
far
too
stories
this
"I
Wetsuit," as well as the long-awaited editorial
many
we've
year trying to inspire a social consciousness "Gun Control: Who Needs It?" by Dillon Moore.
among students. I mean really, who cares if Keep your eyes open.
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Production Assistant,
"Shifty" Nick Solowski
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PLUS! Bonus Execution:
Laurier Volunteer of
the Year, Clay Charters
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Monkey man travels to Laurier
Phil Sore

begin their desperate attempt to track down
the "beast-from-the-east."
In a rash of violence, vandalism, and allInitially, the continual breaking of the
around mayhem, the infamous "monkey- gate arm in lot 20 was seen by authorities as
man" of New Delhi has apparently chosen a sure sign that a new and powerful force for
Wilfrid Laurier University as his location to evil had entered the campus. With the explomake a re-appearance.
sive growth in window-smashing and finally
on
Originally reported
during the long the flagrant tipping of a vending machine, it
hot summer months of 2001, the monkeybecame apparent that the crime spree had
man gained fame for terrorizing the poorer
just begun.
people of urban India while they slept on
Soon descriptions of the alleged perpetheir roofs to avoid the stifling heat inside trator were flooding in, and all pointed
their homes. For days, a sort of panic spread towards the horrendous simian-like man.
throughout the city as reports of late-night Those who saw the WLUSU boardroom flag
stealer fleeing the scene described the very
clawing and mauling circulated. Eye-witnesses swore that they had seen a creature individual that security had feared might be
resembling a mix between a man and a monloose on the grounds.
key with bizarre claws, leaping from rooftop
"He was running away, almost in a lopto rooftop.
ing, leaping, fashion. He kept letting out litAt the end of the summer, the official tle sentence fragments, 'essentially, whichword on the mysterious beast was that it was what, basically.' It was terrifying," confided
merely a case of mass hysteria. But some did one shocked witness.
not believe this official line, choosing
Authorities have managed, at enormous
instead to remain steadfast in their belief personal risk, to obtain a single photograph
that the monkey-man was very real and very of the deranged creature. Anyone who sees
dangerous. It seems that recent happenings the beast is advised to play dead. Authorities
at Laurier will vindicate these stubborn are hopeful of an imminent arrest.
seekers-of-truth, as Waterloo authorities

EVER

PERSON

UNLCKIEST

The notorious monkey man in action, seen here gloating over the body of an innocent victim. Thankfully, there has been an end to the bloodshed.

Regan loves Kristi, Kristi loves Regan
Continued from Cover
"Well, I don't want to draw you a map, but we've
made out 16 times, in 5 places. And let's just say we

weren't 'walking' on the hawk, you know, buddy?"
When asked how this would affect her role as next
years Executive Vice-President, University Affairs,
Edwards replied, "this only means that I won't be
seducing as many of my volunteers. I should be able
to cut my indiscretions down to one or two a month."
The future of this relationship is as shady as its

WLUSU presents the most anticipated night of the year...

indecent beginnings, but rumours have already begun
to fly about other Union couples. Current Student's
Union President Dave Prang was seen walking in the
same hallway as Vice-President Human Resources
Laure Lafrance last week and the talk won't stop! If
that isn't enough, Board member Stirling Prentice was
caught in the bathroom alone last week, fuelling
rumours that he too, is off the market.
Whatever the current state of these relations, one
thing is for sure. It clearly pays off to volunteer for the
Student's Union. Big time.

get-drunk-for-no-reasonother-than-to-get-drunk
nigh* at the Turret
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Just look at the fun to be had, as these WLUSP
personalities enjoy the last get-drunk-for-no-reason-other-than-to-get-drunk night at the Turret
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join the big talkers society!

we're at all the major bar nights,
keg parties and social gatherings
all year.
you might know us from around
campus because you constantly
have to listen to our stupid stories
about how we got sooo drunk last
night and slept with EVERYONE.

Jusf ask

members
Dillon and Wayne. Last
night, they;
our newest

-drank 86 bottles of beer
-slept with 1 2 girls each
-smoked 1 3 pounds of
crack
-stole a cop's car
-did several impressions of
Ric Flair to commemorate
their walk home from the
bar. Woooo!
-passed out for four M onths
-got along famously ith
various frat members
Don? you wanna be like

them too!?

JOKES ON YOU...AND YOU...AND YOU.
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